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I don’t think I will have time to type solution sketches for this set soon, so I am
posting some references to help you in the upcoming exercises which use results from
this set.

Exercise 1
This should be straightforward check (and as usual, one essentially has to do only the

half of it because A{M – pMop{Aqop). A proof sketch (which is formulated in a slightly
different context1, but still applies to ours) can be found in [Hov99, Proposition 1.1.8].

Exercise 2
Remark 1. As pointed out in the exercise session, in the definition of a transfinite com-
position, one also needs to require that for all limit ordinals γ ă λ, the morphisms
pF pαq

F pαăγq
ÝÝÝÝÑ F pγqqαăγ endow F pγq with the structure of a colimit of the system

pF pαqqαăγ.

Part (a) should be straightforward check using transfinite induction on β ă λ, using
the LLP in the successor step and the colimit property in the limit case.
Part (b) is doing essentially the same thing in the opposite category and at this point,

I will refrain from spelling this out.

1For example, Hovey assumes that the factorizations of (M4) are in a certain sense “functorial”.
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Exercise 3
This originally appeared in [Col06]. See also [MP12, Theorem 17.3.1] for a more

“concise” treatment.

Exercise 4
See [Cam] for an account of all model structures2 on Set.

Exercise 5
See [Rez] for a treatment of this. Fibrations will turn out to be the so-called isofibra-

tions:
Definition 2. A functor F : C Ñ D is called an isofibration if for all c P C and every
isomorphism φ : F pcq –

ÝÑ d in D, there exists an isomorphism φ̃ : c –
ÝÑ c1 in C with

F pφ̃q “ φ.
Remark 3. Note that being an isofibration is equivalent to having RLP w. r. t. the
following functor G:
Let ˚ be the category with only one object and only the identity morphism. Let I

be the category with two objects x, y and only two non-identity morphisms f : x Ñ y,
g : y Ñ x with gf “ Idx and fg “ Idy. Set G : ˚ Ñ I to be the functor which sends the
only object of ˚ to x P ob I (and the identity to the identity).
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